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Campus 
Ca2_�t1les 
Racquet Club 
Open House 
The Chippewa Racquet Club, 
2525 Golfside. is having an open 
hou�e for faculty and staff Sunday, 
Sept. 17 from 4-6 p.m. Bring 
e4uipment to play tennis or 
rac4 uet ball. Call 434-6100 for 
further information. 
Physics Colloquium 
Coming Next Monday 
There will be a physics 
colloquium next Monday, Sept. 18 
at 4 p.m. in room 300 Strong. The 
s,Jeaker will be Dr. John 
Rosmergy. science coordinator of 
the Ann t\rbor Public Schools and 
author of "Celestial Horizons: A 
Concise View of the Universe." His 
topic on Monday will be. 
"Copernican Revolution." 
Negotiations Continue 
Due to the changing nature of 
contract negotiations between the 
University and the EMU Chapter 
of the American Association of 
University Professors. Focus 
EMU will not attempt to cover the 
bargaining for a new faculty 
c o n t r a c t .  For up- to-d a t e  
information on the negotiations, 
please call the EMU Newsline at 
487-2460 or 487-2461. 
Focus EMU Resumes 
Weekly Publication 
Focus EMU has resumed 
weekly publication for the 
�emainder of the academic year 
(except during the Christmas 
break). Focus will be delivered 
through campus mail to each 
faculty and staff member on 
Tuesday mornings. Additional 
copies will be available to students 
and visitors to campus Tuesday 
afternoons in stands located in 
Pierce Hall, McKenny Union, 
Mark Jefferson, Pray-Harrold, the 
Center of Educational Resources, 
Boone Hall and the Hoyt 
Conference Center. Items for use 
in Focus should be submitted to 
Information Services by noon on 
the Tuesday preceding the 
publication date. If  you have any 
questions about deadlines or how 
to have information considered for 
publication. please call the Office 
of Information Services at 487-
4400.  Your comments and 
suggestions are welcome. 
Sabbatical Leave 
Application Deadline 
The deadline for submitting 
applications for either one 
semester  or two semester  
sabbatical leave for the 1979-80 
academic year is Monday, Oct. 16. 
The booklet containing the revised 
guidelines governing this program 
may be obtained from the offices 
of either the vice-president for 
academic affairs. 146 Pierce Hall. 
or that of the graduate dean, IOI 
Pierce Hall. Applications are to be 
submitted to your department 
head. 
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Evans Wants To Play Active Role 
as EMU's Top Administrator 
A� another fall semester begin� 
on Eastern·, campu�.  the 
administrative reins have changed 
hands. temporarily. 
Execut ive  Vice-Pre�ident  
Anthony H.  Evan� wa� named 
acting president in August by the 
Board of Regents. His term of 
office will extend until Nov. 8. 
while University President James 
Brickley is on leave of absence to 
campaign for political office. He 
will return to campus Nov. 8 until 
at least the end of the year. 
depending on the outcome of the 
election. 
In the interim. Evans says he 
wants to play an active role in 
administration. 
"I see my role as a backup 
quarterback." he says. comparing 
Eastern's situation to a football 
team which has temporarily lost its 
field leader. "The important thing 
to recall is that although Mr. 
Brickley has temporarily departed 
the scene. the administrative team 
and the academic team remain in 
place. While there may be some 
loss of leadership, the important 
thing is that the team is in place. 
"I feel there will be no 
measurable decrease in effort for 
those of us who remain, and I 
detect a spirit of cooperation that 
is very encouraging. Individuals 
throughout the University are 
making a special effort to 
compensate for the loss in 
leadership, and if that type of 
behavior is maintained, I don't feel 
there will be any significant loss of 
accomplishment while Mr.  
Brickley is  on leave. 
"Another way to look at the 
situation is that each one of us on 
campus has a unique role to play. 
My role has changed somewhat. 
but all the others have remained 
constant. I don't anticipate any 
major problems if all of us 
NOTICE 
President James H. Brickley 
has been granted a leave of 
absence by the Board of 
Regents to campaign for his 
election to the office of 
Lieutenant Governor of the 
State of Michigan. The Board 
of Regents has decided to begin 
the search process for a new 
President in the event the 
position is vacated. 
The Board of Regents is 
going to name a twelve ( 12) 
person Presidential Screening 
Committee to begin the process 
of reviewing the credentials of 
applicants for the position of 
President of Eastern Michigan 
University. 
The Screening Committee 
will be made up of: 
2 - students 
2 - faculty 
l - nonacademic 
2 - alumni 
2 - administrators 
3 - Regents 
12 Total 
Any individual or organi­
zation is invited to nominate 
people to serve on this 
committee. The names,  
addresses, telephone number, 
and the qualifications of the 
individual as well as a 
confirmation that the person 
being nominated to serve is 
willing to serve and devote the 
necessary time, should be 
mailed to  the Ad Hoc 
Committee of the Board of 
Regents. Room 141 Pierce 
Hall. Nominations �hould be 
r ece i\·ed no la to: r th an 
September 19. 1978. 
Gary D. Ha..,, b 
Secretary. Hoard of Regenb 
Acting President Anthony H. Enns 
continm: to play our roles," he 
explained. 
Evans mdicated that some 
progress wc,uld be made this fall in 
filling other positions now held on 
a temporary basis by various 
Universit)' personnel. "A search 
for a dean for the College of 
Business will be undertaken 
immed ia tel r." he said. "As soon as 
the faculty has returned, a 
screening committee will be 
appointed.� 
However. Evans feels strongly 
that the University isn't suffering 
under its temporary leadership in 
some area�. "I feel comfortable 
with the people we have in acting 
positions." he noted. "In the three 
and a half years I've been here. I 
Goal Is $36, 720 
1-:a,e not seen t 1--e- overall 
�moctlmess and effi.:: flLJ' I see 
row d<:spitc the people -.,e have in 
acting po�ition,. Tberr tenure, 
knowledge and -e,:per:i::,cc at the 
U niver;ity probabt'.-' mate them 
nore ::fferove than :..!•,comers 
wot.Id be for a } ea- a:r r \\o.'' 
Enns indicated :hat the 
admini3trative tcara. "' L continue 
t:> wo-k t:wads Kbi::\.ng the 
goa.s estab.ishec. b, the Board of 
P.egent3 last Fet ruar). 
"The top prioritysin;c rve been 
tere !-..as .xen the plir.iacy of 
i,stn.c.ion.r he n.:tcd. 'This is 
cnly fitting c.S our ?rin3..r)- mission 
is instruction. The JCtc.6 adopted 
ty the Boarr conceatr:i:c c,n things 
that would mprn·,-! the academic 
area. We recognize the need to 
expand evening course offerings, 
increase our effort in continuing 
education and make a more 
concerted effort in program 
development. We also need to 
continue the development of a$l College of Technology which has • 
much significance for the future of 
the University. 
"The admissions thrust 1s 
another high priority of the 
University. We have said many 
times that we want to have a strong 
academic program and improve 
the marketability of these 
programs. However, we don't 
want to get trapped into 
scrambling for students who might 
not have the academic aptitude for 
successful study. 
"Last year the University 
increased its share of the student 
market in Michigan for the first 
time in eight years. We hope to 
improve on that this year. The 
number of applications received is 
up significantly this year, and new 
admissions are up about five 
percent. What we don't know is 
how many of those admitted will 
register." 
Evans acknowledged that a one 
to two percent decline in student 
credit hour production has been 
anticipated this fall, but he doesn't 
see that prediction as an indication 
that any layoff of University 
employees might be expected. "If 
we have an enrollment problem 
this fall, we would look to areas 
other than personnel layoffs to 
achieve those economies," he said. 
He did indicate that planning for 
the future, however, would be 
predicated on the fall enrollment. 
Evans noted another important 
goal for the University this year is 
the improvement of administrative 
systems in personnel, accounting, 
budgeting, registration, develop­
ment, alumni and records. "We are 
trying to streamline and automate 
these systems," he explained, "in 
order to improve efficiency 
throughout the University and 
provide, therefore, greater 
economy. 
Evans also mentioned program 
development in the gifts and grants 
areas as other important goals. 
But he said there is no doubt that 
(continued on page 2) 
United Way Drive Begins Oct. 2 
The EMU Washtenaw Un:ted 
Way Campaign will be held on 
campus from Oct. 2 to Oct. 23 this 
year. 
Although this will be a shorter 
campaign ;,eriod than in recent 
years, Mit:hell Osadchuk, who 
will serve as EMU's campaign 
chairman for the second year in a 
row, says he feels "we can get the 
job done." 
The  1978 goal for  the  
W a s h t e n:tw U nit e d  W a y  
Campaign is $3,533,353, an 
increase of 11 percent over last 
year's goal and an 8.2 percent 
increase over the amount actually 
raised last year. The Washtenaw 
United W3.y Campaign raised 
$2,823,410 in 1977, $73,410 more 
than its goc.l of $2,750,000. 
Eastern·s portion of this year's 
goal is $36, 720. reports Osadchuk, 
an eight pe-cent increase over the 
amount rai�ed last year. 
Approximately 50 agencies 
s:!rvingan area p:>psl11t::d Ti about 
182.0)0 pfople rt"cei•c 3upport 
from the Washtrna.;,, _riced Way. 
Thi3 includ:::s t1e :i:ies of Ann 
A.rtoc, Mi an ari.d Ycsilznti. the 
village� of Elartcn --ffl;. Dixboro, 
Whit-nore Lake a.d Willis, and 
the :awns -rips of A1Wl Arbor, 
Augusta, Lodi (part), Northfield, 
Pittsfield, Scio (part), Superior, 
York (part) and Ypsilanti. 
Osadchuk stresses that EMU 
employees should make their 
contribution through Eastern 
Michigan University, their 
employer, regardless of the 
community in which they live or 
the particular agency they wish to 
support. Contributions may be 
designated for an agency or 
community outside the Wash­
tenaw United Way service area on 
the pledge card. But is important, 
says Osadchuk, that Eastern get 
credi t  fo r  al l  employees' 
contributions. 
Employees may used a payroll 
deduction plan for their pledges. 
Payroll deductions will begin in 
December and may be made in a 
one-time total sum deduction, 10 
equal deductions for employees on 
a bi-weekly payroll or 20 equal 
deductions for employees on a 
weekly payroll. 
(continued on page 2) 
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Judy Loeb Edits Book on Women Artists 
Ask anyone on the street for the 
name of at least one great artist or 
sculptor and they should be able to 
> answer with ease. 
It also is more than likely that 
the name given will be male. And 
that concerns Judy Loeb. 
An associate professor of art at 
Easter, Loeb is the founder and 
first president of the National Art 
Education Association's Women's 
Caucus. In addition, she has been a 
member for five years of the 
National Advisory Board to the 
Women's Caucus for Art (College 
Art Association). 
Loeb frankly states that, "there 
isn't a single woman artist in the 
major art history textbooks." 
A book she recently edited titled 
"Feminist Collage: Educating 
Women in the Visual Arts," takes a 
look at the woman artist. The book 
is divided into three parts, and 
consists of 30 articles by such 
writers as Margaret Meade, 
L a w re n c e  A l l o w a y ,  L u c y  
Lapparde and Andy Nemser. The 
first part is a history of art "from a 
sociological point of view." It 
examines the fact that women 
artists are excluded from art 
- history books. 
Loeb worked on the book 
during a sabbatical leave during 
the 1976-77 school year. 
The second part of the book 
look at the "cultural roots of 
discrimination, our mythologies 
and culture." The book relates 
such discriminatory practices as 
women artists not being allowed to 
work with nude models. 
In fact, women weren't allowed 
into the major art schools and 
those that did become professional 
artists were taught by their fathers. 
Loeb maintains that this pattern 
of overt discrimination took place 
"all through history until late in the 
nineteenth century." 
The book logically progresses to 
what the woman artist is now 
doing. The woman artist has come 
into her own, building a self­
image. Recently feminist art studio 
schools have been developed as 
well as cooperative art galleries. 
Loeb confides that there has 
been a big movement in the I 970's 
towards cooperative galleries 
started by women but not limited 
to them. 
Loeb co-chaired a panel at the 
N a t i o n a l  A r t E d u c a t i o n  
Association's convention last 
- April on "Visibility for the 
Forgotten Artist." The panel was 
co-sponsored by the black caucus 
and t he women's caucus.  
Presentations were made on black, 
Jud} Loeb 
native A merican, M exican­
American, male and female artists. 
It goes without saying that Loeb 
is, herself, an accomplished artist. 
She has a Master of Fine Arts 
degree from the Tyler School of 
Fine Arts at Temple University 
and has had 1 2  solo shows of her 
paintings. 
She began teaching at Eastern in 
1969 but took a leave in 1 970-7 1  
and went to  Puerto Rico. While 
there, she began painting with the 
media gouache, which is opaque 
watercolor. she completed a series 
of 100 paintings using gouache 
called "Adam and Eve." 
In 1975, she began another series 
titled "Flora," which will be 
exhibited in the Sill Gallery from 
Oct. 23 to Nov. 10. 
Portions of Flora were exhibited 
at a solo show as part of a studio 
tour at a West beth N. Y .. artists' 
residence last winter. And one 
painting from the series was in a 
national traveling show titled 
"Contemporary Ideas" which has 
visited Houston, Los Angeles and 
Salt Lake City. 
"Gouache is a very popular 
medium with European artists. I t  
is not as popular with American 
artists because they've developed a 
mystique about the techniques ol 
transparent watercolor." Loeb 
adds that one notable exception is 
Alexander Calder. However, Loeb 
emphasizes that Calder lived 
abroad. 
"It's a lovely media. The media 
itself is permanent. Some say 
acrylic is permanent but we really 
don't know," Loeb says of 
gouache. "It has a great deal of 
brilliance and it is very. very 
flexible. You can do so many 
things with it." 
In  addition t o  "Feminist 
Collage: Educating Women in the 
Visual Arts," Loeb edited a book 
with Elsa Fine and Lola Gellman 
on women's studies and the arts. 
"Feminist Collage" will be 
published by Columbia Univer­
sity's Teachers College Press. 
Loeb is a native of New Jersey 
but spent most of her time in 
Philadelphia. She recieved a 
Bachelor of Fine Arts Degree, a 
Master of Education and a Master 
of Fine Arts degree all from 
Temple University. 
(continued from page 1) 
Fund Drive Beginning 
In addition to the 50 or so 
agencies receiving support from 
the Washtenaw United Way, 
including EMU's Campus Service 
Corps, each year funds are set 
aside to help finance important 
community service programs 
which are not regularly offered by 
existing United Way agencies. 
During 1 977 ,  such special 
programs included the Washtenaw 
Coordinating Council, a voluntary 
association of 2 1  public and 
private agencies which provide 
services to abused or neglected 
children; Safe Shelter, a shelter for 
battereci spouses and their  
children; Washtenaw Community 
Services, a central diagnostic and 
referral center which trains 
s u pe rv i s o r s  at p laces  o f  
employment to recognize and 
understand employees' personal 
problems; the Retired Senior 
Volunteer Program, which recruits 
and places persons 60 years of age 
and older in volunteer positions at 
not-for-profit social, health and 
recreational service agencies; 
Share H o u se,  non-hospital  
residential treatment program for 
alcoholics and alcohol abusers in 
Ypsilanti; the Student-Parent 
Center, an agency which cares for 
infants of teenage parents so that 
the parents can complete their high 
school education; and the Peace 
N e i g h b o rh o o d  Center ,  an  
employment program for adults. 
The Washtenaw United Way is 
governed by 33 local volunteer 
citizens who serve on the Board of 
directors. These volunteers. who 
include Dr. Angelo Angelocci. 
professor of special education, and 
Dr. Sandy Maclean, associate 
vice-president of student affairs, 
are responsible for administering 
the activities of the Washtenaw 
United Way. A group ofmorethan 
80 other volunteers serves on the 
Budget and Evaluation Commit­
tee. Subcommittees visit groups of 
agencies and hold line-by-line and 
program-by-program budget 
conferences with representatives of 
each agency to ensure that support 
funds are used effectively. After 
the conferences and fall fund­
raising campaign, the Budget and 
Evaluation Committee makes 
p r o g r a m  a n d  a l l oc a t i o n  
recommendations to the United 
Way Board of Directors. which 
takes final act ion on the 
recommendations for each agency. 
Evans To Play Active Role 
{continued from page I )  
the general cmphasi� i, on 
achic\ ing acadcm1, cxcclll'llCC. 
"Sometime, we talk about 
academic excellence heforc we 
determine ""'hat it means. he ,aid. 
''I'm not ,atistied that we ha\·c 
defined it properly in term� of t he 
use of our facilities. programs. 
faculty and ,taff. After we 
determine what it means. we need 
to develop an appropriate strategy 
to attain it. I hope in the next few 
weeks and months we would spend 
some time trying to attain this 
understanding. 
"As a University. we need to 
guard against negative thinking 
during this transition period. It 
would be easy to fall into a general 
'"Our challenge 1, to attract 
,tudenb to u,e our facil1tic�. 
";\t the �aml· time. \l.C �houldn't 
,uccumb to the temptation ot 
,itting in our offices brooding 
ahout the luture and mentally 
w r i t i n g  o u r  p ro f e s , i o n a l  
,ihituarie� ... he went on. "What 1s 
needed i� to u,c our imagina: 1u.1, 
to adju,t to the changing neeJ, in 
higher education. 
Every ,tudy I have �een stresse� 
that most ,tudents sciect a college 
because of its academic programs 
and academic reputation. It is 
critical for us to con-..:entrate on 
those two things as we look toward 
the future of the University. A 
significant erosion in  our  
program� or  ,tandards could be 
''I see my role as a backup quarterback ... The important 
thing to recall is that although Mr. Brickley has temporarily 
departed the scene, the administrative team and the academic 
team remain in place. While there may be some loss of 
leadership, the important thing is that the team is in place." 
-Acting President Anthony H. Evans 
malaise but this would be 
detrimental. I see no need for it. 
We are located in a large. 
metropolitan area with numerous 
resources at our fingertips. Rather 
than despair during this time of 
t rans i t ion.  we should take  
encouragement from all of  the 
assets at our doorstep. 
"We have a beautiful campus 
and a superior physical plant. an 
excellent faculty trained. as a 
group. at some of the finest 
universities in America. and an 
able staff equally talented. When I 
look at our assets. I'm in no way 
pessimistic about our future. 
fatal. 
"The reason I'm so bwllish about 
our future is I don't think such an 
e ros ion  w i l l  h a p p e n , "  he 
commented. 
One major activity for fall h:,s 
been cancelled as a result of 
President Brickley's absence on 
campus. There will he no fall 
faculty convocation as in yLars 
past with an address to the faculty 
on the state of the University. 
However. the honoring of three 
distinguished faculty. established 
last year as a part of the fall faculty 
convocation. will be perpetuated. 
E\ans said. 
(continued on page 3) CETA Program Helps Area Youngsters 
Fifteen economically disad- c o m p u t e r i zed s y s t e m  for  
vantaged youths from the  pinpointing specific jobs for the 
Ypsilanti area participated in a youths through the Michigan 
special educational program this Employment Security Commi�-
summer co-sponsored by Eastern sion ( M ESC}. 
and the Federal Comprehensive 
E m p loyment  Tra i n i n g  Act 
(CETA). 
The project,  d i rected by 
Professor Lawrence Smith of the 
E M U  English Language and 
Literature Department, began 
July 10 and ended Sept. I .  It was 
aimed specifically at improving the 
students' English and math skills. 
The program also attempted to 
motivate the youths. ages 14 to 16, 
toward better jobs and higher 
educational goals. 
"I think we accomplished a lot 
with this program . . .  The most 
pernicious attitude these kids can 
have is low self-esteem and a low 
value system." Smith said. "We 
worked to instill new value systems 
with these kids." 
The program util ized the 
Michigan Occupational lnfor­
mat ion System ( M O I S) ,  a 
The EM U-CET A program alsn 
featured several guest speaker� 
who lectured to the group on .1 
variety of subjects such as nursing, 
biology and consumer education 
Students were invited to explore 
careers that interested them. 
"We found that several studenb 
in our program were quite capable 
of handling college-level math and 
English courses," Smith said. 
Six EMU faculty members from 
the English and mathematics 
departments and four EMU 
graduate students served as the 
faculty and student counselors fur 
the eight-week program. 
Students participating in the 
summer program were selected 
according to federal guideline� 
based on an average annual 
income for a family of four of 
approximately $7,000. 
Dr. Lawrence Smith (far left), a professor in the EMll English department 
and director of the EMll CETA project for economically disadvantaged 
youngsters. discusses the project with three representatives from the 
Washtenaw County ct:T A office at a luncheon held for program 
participants on Aug. 31 in McKenny t:nion. 1-"rom left they are: Larry 
Hunter. director of summer youth program; Pamela Bell and Mary 
Sharpe. Washtenaw County C"ET A coordinators. 
Regents Approve 
Staff, Faculty Changes 
Several appointments. pro­
motions and retirements were 
approved by Eastern's Board of 
Regents at its regular monthly 
meeting in August. 
Four new faculty members were 
appointed . in three departments. 
Jodelle Waller was appointed 
a s s i s t a n t  p r o fe s s o r  in the  
Department of  Music. She holds 
bachelor's and master's degrees in 
mus ic  from F l o r i d a  S t a t e  
University and has worked in 
private practice as a music 
therapist in Oshkosh. Wis. 
Ramesh Garg was appointed 
associate professor of finance and 
Wayne Weeks was appointed 
assistant professor of real estate in 
the Department of Accounting 
and Finance. Garg earned master's 
and doctorate degrees from Kent 
State University and has served on 
the faculty of the Philadelphia 
College of Textile and Science. He 
also has taught at the Marist 
College in Poughkeepsie, N. Y . •  
a n d  at W e s t e r n  M ic h igan  
University. 
Weeks earned his bachelor's 
degree from Taylor University and 
master's and doctorate degrees 
from Kent State University. Weeks 
has held faculty positions at 
Cambrian College in Sault St. 
Marie, Ont., and at Western 
Michigan University. 
Deborah deLaski-Smith was 
appointed to the position of 
instructor in the Department of 
Home Economics. deLaski-Smith 
earned her bachelor's degree from 
Adrian College and a master's 
degree from Michigan State 
University. She holds credentials 
for certification by the American 
Association of Interior Design. 
N e w  s t a ff a p p o i n t ments  
i n c l u d e d  J a m e s  A r k i s o n ,  
accountant I ,  Student Accounting 
Office; Lisa Boccetti, secretary, 
Division of Continuing Education; 
Sharon Centilli, clerk. Physical 
Plant Department; Mary Gast, 
secretary, Career Planning and 
P l a c e m e n t  C e n t e r ;  L i n d a  
Holtzman. clerk/typist, Personnel 
Department; Tammy Horne, 
account clerk, Student Accounting 
Ramesh Garg 
Wayne Weeks 
Jodelle Waller 
Deborah delaski-Smith 
Office; Diahann Laing, photo­
typesetter, Office of Information 
Services;  Barbara Parham, 
c u s t o d i a n .  P h y s i c a l  P l a n t  
Department; Donna Reed, senior 
clerk, Academic Services Center; 
Louise Wanty.  c lerk/ typist ,  
Academic Records and Teacher 
Certification Office and Linda 
Wanty, clerk, Academic Records 
Office. 
One faculty promotion was 
approved by the Board of Regents. 
H. Roger King, was promoted 
from associate professor to  
professor in  the Department of 
History and Philosophy. 
Staff promotions included 
Shenna Bankston, clerk to 
clerk/typist in the Office of 
A ca d e m i c  R e c o r d s ;  P h i l i p  
Brandon, trades and grounds 
foreperson to acting general trades 
and grounds superintendant in the 
Physical Plant Department; 
Cynthia Calton, account clerk to 
senior account clerk in McKenny 
Union; Helen Coxford, account 
clerk to account specialist in the 
Division of Continuing Education; 
Fay Davis, account specialist to 
senior secretary in the Department 
of Administrative Services and 
Busi ness Education;  Kathy 
Durham, secretary to senior 
secretary in the Department of 
Social Foundations; M ichele 
Fantauzzo, secretary to senior 
account clerk in the Hoyt 
Conference Center and LeDelhia 
Hall, temporary to full-time 
account clerk in the Student 
Accounting Office. 
Other promotions included 
Judith Herman, clerk/ typist to 
senior account clerk in University 
Accounting; Anita Hopkins, 
temporary to full-time clerk in the 
A d m i s s i o n s  O ff i c e ;  E a r l  
Laboissoniere, temporary to full­
time resident manager in the 
Housing Department; David 
Liebenow, temporary to full-time 
custodian in the Physical Plant 
Department; Patricia McCreery, 
senior clerk to library assistant I l l  
i n  the Center of Educational 
Resources; Mary Ann Merriman, 
clerk to senior clerk/ typist in the 
(continued on page 6) 
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FOCUS ON staff by Andy Chapelle 
Velma Clarke Is Administrative Associate 
As an administrative associate 
in the College of Arts and Sciences 
at Eastern, Velma Clarke is 
responsible for making sure things 
r u n  s m o o t h l y  i n  t h e  1 5  
departments and three programs 
that comprise the University's 
largest college. 
Clarke thrives on the pressures 
of decision-making found at her 
level of higher education - and 
she doesn't let the fact that she is a 
woman hold her back. 
"If you are going to assume any 
sort of leadership role and if it is to 
have meaning, then you have to be 
aggressive. Traditionally the 
administration in higher education 
has been dominated by males. I 
don't feel women have been 
regarded seriously as adminis­
trators," Clarke explained. 
A native of Chicago, Ill., Clarke 
is no newcomer to the field of 
higher education. A graduate of 
Fisk University where she earned 
bachelor's and master's degrees, 
Clarke served as an assistant dean 
of students at Talladaga College in 
Alabama before coming to Eastern 
in 1975. She also served as an 
assistant professor and associate 
director of testing at Edwards 
Waters College in Florida and was 
assistant professor and director of 
testing at Shaw College in North 
Carolina. 
After two stints as a director of 
testing, Clarke says she has a fairly 
good idea of what students today 
need in terms of an education. 
"Eastern is becoming more 
consumer oriented. One of the 
things that will have an impact on 
us is the present study we are doing 
on the basic studies requirements. 
It may have a significant impact on 
us since the majority of the 
required courses come from this 
college. 
Velma Ciarke 
"The core of a liberal arts 
education is the basic studies 
requirement. We have gone too far 
in giving students what they want. 
We have gotten to the stage where 
students can go through college 
and take what they want. We have 
to recognize that we are the 
experts. It is a part of our role to 
provide students with an excellent 
liberal arts education," Clarke 
said. 
C l a r k e  s a y s  t h a t  career  
education forced the emphasis 
away from a strong basic studies 
program and into programs which 
would qualify students for jobs 
when they graduated. 
"As the job market got tight, 
bachelor's degree students had a 
hard time finding jobs and 
students became less interested in 
the intellectual value of an 
education. The purpose of college 
is to have a more enlightened 
citizen," Clarke said. 
Clarke said that of all of Eas­
tern's colleges, the College of Arts 
and Sciences is "probably less 
career oriented than any other" but 
she thinks it's time "to find some 
:niddle ground." 
"I think that it's tirr.e that we re­
examine our emphasis and not just 
r h e  m o netary  g a i n .  I d o  
understand that career education 
has a place, but it should not be the 
primary focus of what education is 
geared for. 
"IBM or General Motors. can 
take an employee aod give them 
four to six months training far 
more economically than we can in 
four years of higher education. 
I BM trains you for a job but we 
train you to ask why you do it, how 
you do it, what is the purpose of it 
and how you can do it better. 
"There is a place in society for 
those who just want to know how 
to do it and there is a place in 
society for the people that we train, 
the person who asks questions and 
is interested in examining all the 
facets," Clarke said. 
In her position as administrative 
associate in the College of Arts and 
Career Placement 
Information Meetings 
All 1978-79 graduates who will 
be seeking career employment 
fo l l o w i n g  g r a d u a t i o n  a r e  
encouraged to attend one o f  the 
following meetings in the Mark 
Jefferson Science Complex: 
Noon to I p .m.-lecture room 103 
or 4 to 5 p.m. in lecture room 101  
on Monday, Sept. 1 1 ; Tuesday, 
Sept. 1 2; Wednesday, Sept. 13; and 
Thursday, Sept. 14. 
The purpose of the meetings is to 
receive placement registration 
materials whi.:h will be of partic­
ular importance to graduates 
seeking employment. It is also 
important  at the t ime of 
g r a d u a t i o n  to e s t a b l i s h  a 
credential folder which serves as a 
source of reference by employers. 
If it is not possible to attend one 
of these meetings. contact the 
Career Planning and Placement 
Center. 420 W. Forest Ave .. 487-
0400, to obtain the necessary 
regist r a t i o n  m a t e r i a l s  a n d  
information. 
l'his i� a CAREER HORI­
ZO:-.iS l'rogram. 
Sciences, Clarke gets involved in 
;.ust about all of the matters that go 
: hrough the college, ir.cluding 
::>romotions, tenure, saI>batical 
eaves and departmental budgets. 
A "jack of all trades," she assists 
·he dean of the college and works 
-.vith various department heads. 
3he is secretary of the- E M U  
-'\dvisory Council and is a 
-epresentative on the college's 
nstructional committee. 
"Matters that go throrJgh the 
:::ollege council then go to foe dean, 
:o the president and to the 
,\dvisory Council. I get a triple 
jose," Clarke said. 
Clarke has completed ail of the 
:::ourse work towards her doctorate 
jegree at the Center for the Study 
:>f Higher Education at the Uni­
versity of M ichigan and has only to 
complete work on her thesis to 
finish her degree. 
Her thesis, titled "Women in 
Academic Administration," has 
taken her longer than she expected 
because of the lack of data on 
women in higher education. 
" I  am going to finish," she says 
optimistically. "At this juncture it 
is my primary goal." 
Evans Interviewed 
(continued from page 2) 
"We've given a lot of thought to 
what type of ceremony to have," 
Evans related. "We woul:f like to 
utili1.e a different format this year. 
We will have a faculty awards 
dinner on Saturday, Oct. 7, at 
w h i c h  w e ' l l  p r e s e n t t h e  
Distinguished Faculty Awards. 
The program will be devoted 
exclusively to the recognition of 
academic achievement at the 
University and the importance of 
our academic programs." 
The awards dinner, to which all 
faculty and their spouses will be 
invited, is being coordinated by the 
Office of the Vice-President for 
Academic Affairs. 
. ,. 
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Focus on the Department of Forei 
In the dark days of the early 
I 970's. Dr. Jean Bidwell had cause 
for concern. 
A s  h e a d  o f  E a s t e r n ' s  
Department of Foreign Languages 
and Literatures, she anxiously 
watched as foreign language 
departments around the nation 
suffered plummeting enrollments. 
And her department was no 
exception. 
Between the school years of 
1971-72 and 1972-73, enrollment 
in EM U's department dropped a 
frightening 19 percent. Recounting 
those days, Bidwell admits that she 
"There was a lot of criticism on 
the part of the students who were 
taking foreign language about 
taking classes in literature and 
other things they didn't see as 
useful," Bidwell adds. 
It would have been easy for the 
EMU foreign language educators 
to sit idly by ringing their hands in 
panic. Instead, they developed new 
programs that have resulted in 
increasing credit hour production. 
After the 19 percent drop 
between 1971-72 and 1972-73, 
enrollment continued to dip but at 
a slower rate. The last drop in 
"No person is truly educated until that person has some 
exposure to another culture and language." 
-Department Head Jean Bidwell 
actually wondered whether the 
study of foreign languages would 
survive. 
Reasons for the decline were 
numerous .  "There was a 
nationwide trend, a general drop in 
interest in the humanities areas," 
Bidwell says. She attributes the 
phenomenon to the political and 
cultural climate as well as students' 
career needs. 
Years earlier, politics had been 
responsible for a surge in 
enrollment in foreign languages 
with the launching of the first 
satellite into earth orbit -Sputnik. 
"When Sputnik went up, we had 
Title YI grants for foreign 
languages and enrollment just 
went crazy. People were interested 
in foreign languages," Bidwell 
says. 
Dr. John Hubbard, associate 
professor in the department who 
teaches in the German section, 
noted, "Part of the National 
Defense Education Act of 1 958 
were the Title VI grants for 
language and area study programs. 
When Sputnik was put up, we were 
terrified. The Soviets knew of our 
English and culture and we didn't 
know theirs." 
However, that interest was not 
to last. By the early seventies, there 
was a "new emphasis on career 
educat ion," Bidwel l  states.  
"Students are asking, 'What can 
this do for me directly?" They 
don't look at it as a broad 
humanistic approach. They ask, 
'How much will this bring me in 
dollars next year?' " 
Bidwell adds that another part 
of the equation was the fact that 
many foreign language depart­
ments hadn't changed much and 
were still "doing the same things 
they did 50 years ago." 
credit hour production the 
department experienced was 
between 1974-75 when credit hours 
stood at 3,838 and 1975-76 when 
credit hour production was at 
3,682. In 1 976-77, the level jumped 
back to 3,731 and for the year just 
completed, 1977-78, credit hours 
were at 4,033. 
"It's been very exciting," Bidwell 
commented. "The turnaround is 
due to new programs and we've 
begun to get stable. Nationwide 
there is still a decline but within 
this department, it has been the 
other way." 
The innovative, new programs 
include: 
-Bilingual-Bicultural Teacher 
Education. 
-English as a second language. 
-Language and International 
Trade. 
-Diploma in Business French. 
One of the most successful of the 
new programs has to be the 
Bilingua l-Bicu l tura l  Teacher 
Education Program directed by 
Dr. Raymond Padilla. 
Originally, the program was 
conceived by Bidwell and Dr. 
William Cline, head of the 
department's Spanish section for 
this year. 
The program started in 1975-76 
when both federal and state funds 
were used to plan the program. 
Cline was the program's first 
director with Padilla joining the 
faculty in 1977. 
Recently, the program was re­
funded. 
EMU, Padilla states, is the only 
school to receive state funding for 
bilingual teacher training for the 
coming year. 
The program here is an 
outgrowth of Public Act 294 of 
1974. the Bilingual Education Act 
of Michigan, which stipulates that 
those school districts which have 
20 or more students who are not 
prolicient in English must pr<)\'idc 
bilingual education. 
"'There are several million 
students in the country in public 
schools with limited English 
proficiency," Padilla explains. He 
ddds that the vast majority of these 
students are Spanish speaking. In 
Michigan. there are about 36.000 
students who aren't proficient. 
Padilla estimates. 
The p rogram offers  an 
elementary certification with 
bilingual endorsement and a 
secondary certification with 
b i l ingua l  e ndorsement for 
undergraduate students. It offers a 
Master of Arts degree in Spanish/ 
Bilingual-Bicultural Education 
and a bilingual endorsement for 
already certified teachers at the 
graduate level. 
Demonstrated proficiency m 
both Spanish and English is 
required for successful completion 
of all the programs. Padilla states 
the students in the program are 
given a test to evaluate their 
proficiency upon entering the 
program and also when they have 
completed it. If students don't pass 
the final exam, they won't be 
recommended for the endorse­
ment. 
"Many of our people lived in 
other countries and have taken 
classes so they're quite proficient. 
If they don't pass the test, however, 
they have to take it again. State law 
requires a candidate to be 
proficient in the language," Padilla 
commented. 
Last spring was the first time the 
program graduated any students. 
Four earned master's degrees, one 
earned an endorsement and one a 
bachelor's degree. 
The program is growing by leaps 
and bounds with 45 candidates in 
training this fall ranging from 
freshmen to master's degree 
candidates. 
There are four faculty members 
from the Foreign Languages 
Department teaching in the 
program. All education courses 
are taught in the College of 
Education. 
"We have a commitment for the 
University to hire a full-time 
faculty specialist in reading and 
langua�e arts for bilingual 
students," Padilla adds. "We feel ,  
with this strengthening with the 
specialist, we'll have a top-notch 
program." 
"The key word here is sensitize. We want to sensitize 
people who aspire to careers in business, to linguistics 
and historically and culturally different ways of doing 
business." 
Opportunities in the field are 
excellent with about 1 ,500 
bilingual teachers needed in 
Michigan alone. And EMU is 
becoming known for its bilingual 
program. "Eastern is being 
recognized in Michigan and 
increasingly in other states as an 
institution developing a high 
quality bilingual teacher education 
program. We are getting queries 
from all around the country," 
Padilla reports. 
To a large degree, the bilingual 
program has been responsible for 
much of the increase in credit hour 
production in the Foreign 
Language Department. During 
1977-78, the bilingual program 
made up 10 percent of the total 
foreign language credit hour 
production. In 1975-76, the 
program produced just 24 credit 
hours, then grew to 20 I credit 
hours in 1976-77. In 1977-78, it 
jumped to 396 credit hours for the 
core curriculum. 
He goes on to say the graduates 
already have been placed in other 
states. Districts as far away as 
Houston. Texas, have called 
seeking graduates of the program. 
Padilla adds that students are 
not forced to be involved in a 
bilingual program in a respective 
s c h o o l  d i s t r i c t .  P a r e n t a l  
permission must always be given. 
In addition, classes must be open 
to those students who speak only 
English. 
Gail Lobbestael Ortiz has been 
assisting Padilla as office secretary 
since September 1977. She will 
- John Hubbard 
soon begin duties as the new senior 
secretary in Bidwell's office. 
Ortiz is bilingual, in English and 
Spanish. which is required for both 
positions. Currently, she is 
pursuing a Bachelor of Arts degree 
by taking classe� at Washtenaw 
Community College. 
Another new development in the 
department which has a good deal 
of potential is the English as a 
second language program 
administered by Dr. John Pisoni. 
The program is part of a plan to 
entice a greater number of foreign 
students to the EMU campus. It 
would allow foreign students to 
improve their English by taking 
classes on the University campus 
and applying those classes towards 
a minor in English. 
The University currently 
requires foreign students to take 
the Test Of English as a Foreign 
Language (TOEFEL) to determine 
whether their proficiency in 
English is adequate for college 
work. 
The test usually is taken 
overseas and if scores are not 
adequate, the students must attend 
the English Language Institute 
(ELI) on the University of 
Michigan campus. 
Bidwell explains that students 
who wish to enter subjects 
requiring a greater command of 
language also must have a higher 
score on the exam. 
Under the proposed program, 
foreign students with lower 
TOEFEL scores than presently 
required would be allowed to 
Gail Ortiz has worked in the Bilingual-Ricultural 
Teal"her Education office �ince 1977. Thi, ,Hek ,hl• 
\tart\ a\ Bidwell', senior \ecretar). 
··.,11 (Tl r diplomas are recogniled b) the \"lini�tr� of 
Frenrh Education and are of international renown." 
-Brigitte \luller 
Languages and Literature� by Frank Weir 
atlend the University but they 
would receive one semester of 
intensive English study on the 
EMU campus. 
Another important component 
of the plan is the establishment of a 
minor in English as a foreign 
language allowing foreign students 
to apply English classes towards a 
degree, .. much like our students 
who minor in French, Spanish and 
so forth," explains Bidwell. 
When a student studies at ELI. 
those classes can not be used for 
college credit. 
If the proposed plan is 
a p p roved . s t u d e nts  wou ld  
continue their English instruction 
in their second semesters but 
would begin to take courses in 
their field as well. 
There are also plans to develop a 
minor for students who desire to 
teach English as a second 
language. 
Bidwell is hopeful that the 
program in English as a second 
language can be implemented in 
the fall of 1979. 
undergrad uates ." H ub bard 
e:plain� that EM U's under­
g-aduate program in language and 
ir ternational trade is the only one 
of its type in the entire midwest. 
Hubbard stated in a recent 
�emo to the foreign languages 
faculty that .. We have already 
developed 17 new courses designed 
�Jecifically for the undergraduate 
curriculum in Language and 
Internat ional  Trade. Much 
different in scope and intent than 
cur traditional offerings. the 
courses train the student in the 
idiom of business communica­
t .ons. sensitize him to the differing 
cultural patterns evident in the 
business practices as well as in the 
caily life of the target culture, and 
z:cquaint him with the contem­
porary institutions of the cultural 
:: reas involved." 
"The key word here is sensitize," 
said Hubbard. "We want to 
�nsitize people who aspire to 
careers in business to linguistics 
,nd historically and culturally 
differing ways of doing business." 
.. Eastern is being recognized in Michigan and 
increasingly in other states as an instit.Jtion developing a 
high quality bilingual teacher education program." 
Many in the department are 
extremely excited about another 
new development just getting off 
the ground-the Language and 
International Trade program 
coordinated by Hubbard. 
The program is designed to unite 
business and language. Degree 
recipients would work with large 
international business concerns. 
The department received Title 
VI grants last July to establish 
graduate and undergraduate 
programs. According to Hubbard. 
the graduate-level programs offer 
two master's degrees: an MBA 
w i t h  a c o n c e n t ra t i o n  i n  
international business and an MA 
in  language and international 
trade con�isting of a basic business 
core of 1 5- 1 8  semester hours and a 
language area core of I 0- 1 2  
semester hours. 
The undergraduate curriculum 
is a 60-hour group major in 
language and international trade 
con�i�1ing of a 30-hour business 
area core and a 27-hour area 
studies core. 
Hubbard is excited particularly 
about the undergraduate portion 
of the program . .. We consider the 
undergraduate portion the most 
important .  We're assuming 
optimistically that the enrollment 
potential is much greater for 
�------------- ----
-Ray Padilla 
The program will attempt to 
show the student how different 
facets of a culture affect the way 
that a culture does business. he 
explains. Those facets might 
include social structures, schools. 
housing patterns and so forth. 
Hubbard gives an example of an 
A mercian bus ines sman  in 
Germany who used the first name 
of a potential German customer 
instead ofa more formal last name. 
"You don't have the same easy 
informality in Germany as here. 
Consequently, the American lost 
the business. Our goal is to develop 
minimal linguistic skills and 
�ensitize students to the culture." 
An exciting part of the new 
program is the development of an 
exchange program between E M U  
students and students o f  a German 
technical university near Stuttgart 
named Fachhochschule Nur­
tingen. 
Hubbard relates that this 
university has a fully-developed 
cooperative education program 
through which their student� are 
placed for up to a year in banks. 
export-import companies, multi­
n at ion  a I f i rms  and  other  
enterprises with international 
interests. 
Students  at the German 
university alternate semesters on 
campus with semesters on-the-job. 
According to Hubbard. the 
German university is interested in 
setting up a direct exchange 
program with EMU whereby 
E M U  students would work and 
study in Germany while German 
students would study at E M U  and 
work in southeast Michigan. 
H u bbard a d d s  t hat Dr .  
Raymond Schaub, an associate 
professor in the department, made 
the original contact with the 
German university. 
EMU students would need four 
to six weeks of intens ive 
instruction in German before 
going to work. Hubbard adds that 
the exchange program is "two 
years down the road." 
Hubbard states that there are 
2,500 firms in southeast Michigan 
alone that do international 
business. 
"Neither a BA or an MA will 
guarantee a job in international 
business. In any case, a degree 
recipient would have to go into a 
firm and learn the firm's practices. 
But should a job with decision­
making responsibilities open up, 
having a background in language 
and cultural area studies would 
allow the recipient to be more 
qualified than someone who didn't 
have the linquistic skills and area 
study," he concludes. 
The su g&estion box on the second floor or Ford Hall near 
the departmental office is symbolic or the department's 
concern with meeting the needs or its students. 
Even before development of the 
Language and International Trade 
program, Dr. Brigitte Muller, 
associate professor of French, 
undertook a new curriculum in 
business French which leads to a 
Diplome de Francais Commercial 
offered by the Chamber of 
Commerce and Industry of Paris 
(CCIP). 
Muller states that the CCIP 
represents 220,000 business and 
industrial concerns and serves 
Paris and three peripheral 
departments. Most of the CCI P's 
budget is allocated for education, 
Muller continues, and "all CCIP 
diplomas are recognized by the 
Ministry of French Education and 
are of international renown." 
Among the diplomas offered is 
Le D i p l o m e  d e  F r a n c a i s  
Commercial which is designated 
for foreign students only. The test 
requires a good knowledge of oral 
and spoken French, the general 
and economic geography of 
France, the techniques o f  
commercial p rocedures and 
appropriate vocabulary and a 
basic knowledge of French 
economics and French business 
Jaw. 
Muller states that examinations 
for this diploma are held in Paris 
and other European centers. 
"Eastern Michigan L'niversity 
became the first center in the 
United States to administer the 
C C I P  w r i t t e n  a n d  o r a l  
examinations i n  January of 1 977," 
Muller says. 
Questions for the written 
examinations were received in 
sealed envelopes and were opened 
in front of the students. After the 
examination, they were returned 
to Paris for evaluation. 
The written exam was followed 
by oral examinations two days 
later which were graded according 
to CCIP Procedures by a jury 
consisting of two members of the 
University French staff, one 
b i l i ngua l  representat ive  o f  
American industry, and, as 
chairperson, the president of the 
Alliance Francaise of Ann Arbor 
(who is also an educator). Muller 
John Pisoni is the ceordinator or the English as a second 
language program. Those in the department think the 
program has great potential for attracting students, 
particularly students from overseas. 
adds that the results of the jury's 
deliberations were mailed to Paris. 
S t u d e n t s '  r e s u l t s  w e re 
promising, Muller confided. "Of 
the seven candidates who took the 
examination, six received the 
CCIP dilpoma; three students 
were granted la Mention Bien 
(cum laude). 
In the winter term of last year, 
the second group took the test at 
EMU with four gaining diplomas, 
one cum laude. 
" I t's  someth ing  I ' m  so  
personally proud of," Muller 
relates. "Here at Eastern we have 
something to offer that no one else 
has. More and more universities 
are offering a career. They are 
being more practical without 
dropping humanities. Now there' 
are five or six universities that offer 
a program in business French. But 
we are the first one offering 
diplomas in North America." 
She adds that the EMU program 
takes about half the time that the 
French Institute in Dusseldorf 
(Germany) takes to prepare 
students for the CCIP exam. The 
Institute spends eight to nine 
months with classes meeting four 
and a half hours a week. 
In the future, Muller would like 
to see an exchange program for 
French business students similar to 
what is being done in the German 
section. Also she is investigating 
the certificate of practical business 
French developed by the CCIP. It 
is more elementary than the 
diploma but "should attract 
students who are starting the 
l a nguage  e n h a n c i n g  t h e i r  
opportunities for employment 
with the certificate." 
It seems obvious that the 
Department of Foreign Languages 
and Literatures at EMU is 
responsive to the desires of its 
students and the job market that 
exists today. But why should a 
student study a foreign language in 
the first place? 
Bidwell answers. "I don't think 
u11c.; 1-du un<ler�tanc.J dlluth�·r 
culture without some knowledge 
of that language. And one can't 
appreciate his own culture and 
language until he or she is exposed 
to another. 
"No person is truly educated 
until that person has some 
exposure to another culture and 
language." 
---------- ------ ----------
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Fall Televised Drama Series 
Telecast over Campus Antenna 
Televis ion Sys te m  ( C A T S  
Channel 5) Wednesdays at noon, 
with a repeat showing at 7 p.m. 
Room 1 1  I Library is reserved for 
noontime showing only. 
Sept. 13 
"The Incredible, Indelible, 
Magical, Physical Mystery Trip" 
Andrews 
Named 
Budget Head 
Robert A. Andrews, acting 
budget director at Eastern since 
last March, was named permanent 
budget director by EMU Board of 
Regents in August. 
Andrews, 52, earned his 
bachelor's degree in hotel and 
restaurant management from 
Michigan State University in 1954. 
He came to Eastern in 1958 to 
work in the Food Service 
Department. From 1969 to 1971, 
he was employed in the Fiscal 
Analysis and Internal Audit 
Department and then served as a 
budge t  a n a l y s t  u n t i l  h i s  
appointment as service operations 
manager in the Physical Plant 
Department in 1977. 
Andrews replaces John Baracy, 
who left Eastern to become budget 
director for the Wayne County 
Intermediate School District. 
A native of Holland, Mich., 
Andrews will supervise the Budget 
Office which provides technical 
assistance to other University 
offices in the preparation of annual 
operating budgets. The Budget 
Office also is responsible for 
cont inuous implementat ion,  
updating and analysis of  current 
budgets. 
His appointment is effective 
immediately. 
Robert Andrews 
I PARTICIPANTS I 
Frank Sinclair ,  associate 
professor of biology was a member 
of a citizen's panel that met last 
December to make recommen­
dations concerning pollution to an 
international reference group 
studying pollution in the Great 
Lakes. 
Dr. Edward Szabo, professor of 
music. was guest conductor of the 
Richmond. Virginia Sinfonia in a 
series of concerts during the 
opening week of its 1977-78 
season. 
Dr. Fred Blum, Director of the 
Center of Educational Resources 
and V ice-Chairman of the 
Michigan Library Consortium was 
one of the representatives of the 
Michigan Library Consortium at a 
national reorganizational meeting 
of OCLC Inc. formerly the Ohio 
College Library Center held m 
Columbus, Ohio in February. 
A musical cartoon odyssey 
through the human body. 
Sept. 20 
"Wish You Were Here" A tale of 
terror involving a ·  succession of 
violent accidents at a luxury hotel. 
Sept. 27 
"Clerow Wilson's Great Escape" 
An animated story little Cterow 
( Flip Wilson). 
Oct. 4 
"The Conquest of An Empire" 
Appointment with destiny 
Cortez and Montezuma. 
Oct. 1 1  
"Day of  Absence" A satire about 
a slice of white society that 
crumbles when the black work 
force mysteriously disappears. 
Oct. 18 
"The Day After Tomorrow" A 
science fiction adventure set in the 
year 2000. 
Oct. 25 
"The Last Days" Peace comes to 
a war-weary nation and its 
President, Abraham Lincoln. 
Nov. I 
"The Pinballs" Three children of 
d i s p a r a t e  a n d  u n s e t t l e d  
backgrounds who come to share a 
foster home. 
Nov. 8 
"The Snow Goose" A story 
about a withdrawn, deformed 
artist, an orphaned teen-age girl, 
and the injured snow goose that 
brings them together. 
Nov. 1 5  
"Song of Myself' Biographical 
drama of Walt Whitman - the man 
and the artist. 
Nov. 29 
"Stop Thief' Dramatization of 
the downfall of William March 
"Boss" Tweed. ( 1823-78). 
Dec. 6 
"Ten Who Dared" Drama of 
Francisco Pizarro conquering the 
vast Inca empire for Spain in 1 532-
33. 
Dec. 13 
"The Unreasonable Man" Office 
bureaucracy gets the needle in this 
comedy satire by the Pitschel 
Players of San Francisco. 
Research 
Educational Rese�rch 
The National Institute of 
Education is accepting unsolicited 
proposals to conduct educational 
research and development  
activities. Proposals must be 
received by Oct. 3 1 ,  1978tor award 
in January/ February 1979. 
Center for Field Research 
The Center for Field Research is 
accepting preliminary proposals 
for field research on the graduate 
level in any recognized academic 
d i sc ip l ines .  A pre l iminary  
proposal, due Jan. 15, 1979. The 
per capita contribution o f  
participating non-specialists 
ranges from $200 to $650, 
exclusive of transportation costs to 
the research area. Support teams 
generally range in size from 6 to I 5 
individuals working in the field 
from 12  to 25 days. 
Deadline Reminders 
Oct. 15: NSF Pre-college Teacher 
Development in Science Program. 
Oct. I 6: Babson College - papers 
on "A Practical Program to 
Achieve Economic Justice for 
Homemakers." 
Oct. 16: Women's Fellowship 
Program Radcliffe College 
Institute for Independent Study. 
Nov. I: Institute of International 
Education - Fulbright-Hays 
program for Study Abroad. 
Photo by Dick Schwarze 
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ck Schwarze silh�uetted these two figures against a window creating a stark image. Schwarze used a e1ca wit a mm lens on Tn-X film rated at ASA 400. 
Regents Approve Appointments 
(continued from page 3) 
Snow Health Center; Thadeus 
Midura, custodian to group leader 
in the Physical Plant Department; 
Maribeth Post, clerk/ typist to 
secretary i n  the Personnel 
Department; Mildred Rowland, 
assistant cook to assistant cook 111 
in University Food Service; Fronie 
S ingleton,  housekeeper to 
custodian in the Physical Plant 
Department; Maureen Wehrlin, 
account clerk to senior account 
clerk in the Cashier's Office; and 
Dawn Williams, temporary to full- I Bennett. cook in University Food 
time custodian in the Physical Service. effective April 2 l .  1978. 
Plant Department. 
Retiring from University service 
are Rebecca Root, accountant I in 
the Student Accounting Office. 
effective June 5. 1978; Ruth 
Taylor, clerk/typist in the Physical 
Plant Department, effective Jan. 
31, 1978; Charles Wright, senior 
motor pool operator in the 
Physical Plant Department, 
effective June 30, 1978 and Mary 
The Board of Regents expressed 
its sympathy to the families of 
Erich Goldschmidt. a professor in 
the Department of Music. who 
died July 1 0; Dr. James Gleichert. 
a physician in the Snow Health 
Center. who died April 9. 1978; 
and Robert Hoexter. a professor in 
the Department of Curriculum 
and Instruction, who died June 3. 
1978. 
OPENINGS I PUBLICATIONS I 
The Person net Office announces 
the following vacancies: 
Clerical/ Secretarial 
CS-03 - $295.46 - $398.38 -
Account Clerk - Accounting 
CS-03 - $305. 75 - $416.24 -
Account Clerk - University Budget 
(Knowledge of keypunch machine 
and ability to keypunch) 
CS-03 - $295.46 - $398.38 -
Senior Clerk/Typist - Continuing 
Education (Jackson Office) ( FTE 
Bi-weekly rate reflected) (50% 
position) 
CS-03 - $295.46 - $398.38 -
Secretary - Campus Life (60 wpm 
typing required-ability to work 
with all types of students) 
CS-03 - $295.46 - $398.39 -
Senior Clerk - Financial Aids (60 
w p m  typ ing  required and 
dictaphone skills required) 
CS-03 - $295.46 - $398.38 -
Senior Clerk/ Typist - Financial 
Aids (70 wpm typing and 
dictaphone skills required) 
CS-03 - $295.46 - $398.38 -
Senior Clerk - Financial Aids (50 
wpm typing required) 
CS-03 - $295.46 - $398.38 -
Account Clerk - Payroll 
CS-04 - $321.96 - $435.34 
Secretary II - Physical Plant 
Custodial 
CS-04 - $321.96 - $435.34 -
Secretary 11 - Institutional 
Research (Experience in statistical 
typing, quantitative analysis and 
computer skills preferred.) 
CS-04 - $321.96 - $435.34 -
Secretary I I  - Continuing 
Education (80 wpm typing and 60 
wpm shorthand required) 
Reposts from Aug. 23, 1978 Special Posting 
CS-03 - $295.46 - $398.38 -
Senior Clerk/Typist - Foster 
P a r e n t  T r a i n i n g  P r o g r a m  
( Experience with record keeping 
computer programs using Dec 
Scope terminal and background in 
social service agencies is highly 
desirable.) 
CS-04 - $321 .96 - $435.34 -
Secretary I I  Social Work 
Program (70 wpm typing required) 
Final date for acceptance of 
applications for above positions is 
Sept. 19, 1978. 
Administrath•e/ Professional/ 
Technical 
AP-06 - $437.27 - $587.23 -
Student Employment Officer -
Career Planning & Placement 
A P-07 - $504.19 - $692.55 -
Payroll Supervisor Payroll 
(Supervisory experience required­
preferably within a payroll office) 
A P-09 - $643.93 - $876. 19  -
Administrative Associate I I  -
Bilingual Bicultural Teacher 
Education Program (Proficiency 
in Spanish and English and in­
depth knowledge of bilingual 
education or cognate field) 
Final date for acceptance of 
applications for above positions is 
Sept. 2 1 ,  1978. 
I n te r n a l  a p p l i c a n t s  f o r  
Clerical/ Secretarial and Admin­
istrative/ Professional/Technical 
positions should submit a 
Promotional Openings Applica­
tion Form to the department in 
which the vacancy exists. 
AN AFFIRMATIVE ACTION 
EQUAL OPPORTUNITY 
EMPLOYER AND 
EDUCATIONAL 
INSTITUTION 
Dr. Nadean Bishop, associate 
pro fessor  of Engl i sh  and 
coordir.ator of  women's studies. 
has had a poem titled "Framed" 
accepted for publication in 
"Poetry View." 
Or. Jack Minzeyand Dr. Donna 
Schmitt, head of the Department 
of Educational Leadership and 
director of the Center for 
Community Education respec­
tively. had an article titled. 
"Community Education: An 
Overview." published in the 
Journal of Alternative Human 
Services in the spring. 1978 
edition. 
Dr. Verne Weber, head of the 
media service� and director of the 
television services on campus 
contributed the  section on 
television in a recent publication 
t i t l e d ,  " A l t e r n a t i v e s  i n  
Telecommunications: Perspectives 
on Radio and Television," which 
was published by the Michigan 
Associat ion for Media in  
Education and the Michigan 
Education Association in July. 
Dr. Leah Adams, as�ociate 
professor of curriculum and 
instruction i� the author of an 
article titled "Busy Tuesdays in the 
Preschool." published in the 
May June issue of "Forum on 
Open Education." 
King Calkins. department head 
and professor of art \\,ill have a 
serie� of painting� and drawings 
accompanying t""o article� on 
animab and bird� in the winter 
197�-79 i�,ue of Ford ·1 imcs. 
I Emergency on Campus? 
CALL 1-2-3 
FOCUS EMU 
SPORTS 
Saturday Football: Eastern Michigan Hosts Bowling Green 
EMU Offense 
Jeff Dackin 6-2. 180. So., SE 
Rollie Hansen 6-2. 255. Sr .. RT 
Percy Stamps 6- 1 .  230. So .. AG 
Mike Crowell 6-2. 225. Jr .. C 
'\Aarty Kennedy 6-0, 225. Sr .. LG 
Mike Wi l l iams 6-4. 230. So . .  LT 
Greg David 6-2. 200. So . .  TE  
Burt Seaney 6-2. 195. J r  . .  OB 
Doug Crisan 6-3. 220, Jr . .  FB 
Albert Wil l iams 5-7. 1 70. So . .  RHB 
Bobby Windom 5-10, 1 75. Jr  . .  LHB 
EMU Defense 
Tom Williams 6- 1 .  2 16. Sr .. WSE 
Rocky Jones 6-3. 240. Sr . .  RT 
Chuck Hinton 5-10. 196. Jr .. NG 
Jim Seining 6-3. 220. Jr . .  LT 
Gordon Skotarczyk 6-2, 205, Sr .. SSE 
Ray Welch 6-2. 200, Jr .. LLB 
Don Ishmael 6-3. 2 15, So., ALB 
Joe Worford 6-2. 2 10. Sr .. Chief 
Mark Yearby 6-0. 1 95. Sr . .  WC 
Buster Johnson 6-1 .  190. Jr  .. SC 
Brian Cotton 6-2. 1 90, Jr . .  FS 
BGU Offense 
John Park 6-2. 230. So .. TE 
Bob Harris 6-6. 250. Jr .. LT 
Mike Rullo 6-2. 210. So . .  LG 
Joe Studer 6-0. 227. Sr . C 
Dean Hull 6- 1 ,  243. So . .  AG 
Mark Prchl ik 6- 1 .  226. So . .  RT 
Dan Shetler 5- 1 1 .  1 67. So . .  SE 
Mike Wright 6-3. 185, Jr . .  OB 
Dave Windatt 5- 1 1 . 2 16. So .. FB 
Doug Wiener 5- 10,  1 7 1 ,  Jr . .  T B  
Jeff Groth 5- 1 1 .  1 78. Sr . .  FL 
BGU Defense 
Tim Ross 6-5. 205. So., DE 
Ed Holmes 6-0. 227, Sr., LT 
J im M1tolo 5-10. 205. Sr . .  MG 
Todd Gates 6-4. 237. So . .  RT 
John Fitzpatrick 6-2. 225. Sr. ,  DE 
Mike Callesen 6-0, 218, Jr .. LB  
J im Gause 6-0. 229, Sr., LB 
Joe Merritt 5-10. 1 82, So .. SCB 
Jae Tomasello 6-2. 1 80, Fr., WCB 
Dirk Abernathy 6-0, 1 9 1 .  Sr . .  SS 
Bob Cummins 6-0. 205. Sr. ,  WS 
Game Facts: Eastern Michigan v,. Bowling Green: Kickoff Time-7:30 P.M. EDT; Location. 
Rynearson Stadium (22.227). Ypsi anti. Michigan: Special Event-Business and Industry Night: 
The Series Tied at 6-6- 1 :  EMU won 1 6-6 in  1977 game played in Rynearson Stadium. Radio 
Coverage: Huron Sports Network (John Fountain and Sam Ei ler) .  WEMU-FM (89 . 1  mhz) .  
WPAG-FM ( 107. 1 mhz) .  
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FOOTBALL 
MA(' Standings 
MAC 
Ball Slate 
ALL 
Ruslllng 
Cris.in 
Statistics 
GP TC Gain Lou Net Lg Ave TD 
2 31 110 1 109 10 3 5 0 
MEN'S 
CROSS COUNTRY 
NTS 
Sep! 16  
Sep1 23 
Sep1 30 
Oct 6 
Oc1 14 
0C1 20 
Oc1 28 
EMU Open 
FETHKE MOVES UP-EMU cross country captain Rick Fethke (8) 
leads a pack of runners during last weekend's EMU Open cross country 
meet behind Bowen Field House. Fethke, a senior from Lake Worth, Fla., 
will lead the Hurons into their first dual meet of the season Saturday (Sept. 
16) at Central Michigan. 
1 -0 1 - 0  Wmtlom 2 12 80 2 78 49 6 5 1 
Cen1r �, M1ch1gan 1·0 1·0 A 'll<lhams 2 16 79 12 67 21 4 2  0 
on,o .Jn1ve1s,1y 1-0 1-0 EML To1al 85 330 48 282 49 3 3  2 
Eastern Michigan 0-1 0-2 Pasoing Comp All Int Ne1 TD Lg Pel 
Kent 'ildte 0-1 0·1 Beaaey 25 57 J 301 0 25 439 
M,am 0-1 0-1 Dav,s 0 1 0 0 0 0 000 
Wl•Slt m M1Ch1gan 0-0 0-1 EMU Total 25 58 301 0 25 431 
Tnh--00 O·O 0·1 
Bow1m9 G,p..-n 0-0 0-1 ReC31Ylng Rec Yds TD Lg Ave 
Nonrw»rn 111,no,s 0-0 0-0 Davd 6 91  0 25 1 5 2  
Par., 5 81 0 20 16.2 
Oadun 5 41 0 16  8 2  
EMU Total 25 301 0 25 12 1 
l.ast \\ eek'� Results Punllng No Yd1 Ave Bl Lp 
Oh,o University 23. Eastern M1ct11gan 22 Bak.3r 17  661 3e g 0 52 
Ball Slate 38 M1am1 14 EMU To1al 17  661 389 0 52 
v,11an,)va 35 Bowling Green 28 Pur1 Returns No Yds Ave Lg TD 
Cen1r11 M1ch1gan 41. Ken1 Stale o B .ohnson 6 72 1 2 0  65 
Wes1e--rn Michigan 27 lllino,s Staie t 7 EMJ To1al 6 72 1 2 0  65 
Marshall 17  Toledo O Kle<olf Returns No Yd1 Ave Lg TD 
B .ohnson 5 1 16 23 2 26 0 
Moller 4 80 200 26 0 
Thi, " eek·, Schedule Cn:;an 2 31 15 5 22 0 
Bowling Green at Eastern M1ch19an EM.J To1al 1 1  227 206 26 
0 
Western Michigan at Northern llllno1s Team Sta1111lc1 EMU Opp 
r oledo at Minnesota Ftrsl Downs 31 39 
Ken1 S1a1e a1 Ball State Rushing 13 19 
Central Michigan at M1am1 Passing 17 17  
Penally I 3 
Rushing Plays 35 105 
Gained 330 424 
Schedule LOS1 48 24 
L Northern Michigan 3-30 Ne1 282 400 
L Ohio University 22-23 Pa�ses Comp 25 25 
Sept 16 Bowling Green All 58 45 
Sept 23 Indiana State Int 3 0 
Sep1 30 at Toledo Yardage 301 448 
Ocl 14 Akron Toral Plays 143 150 
Oct 21 a1 Western M1ch1gan Tora1 Yards 583 848 
Oc1 28 Ball State F,.-nbles-Lost 7-1 8-3 
Nov 1 1  Central Michigan Perial11es·Yards 13-135 10-109 
Nov 18 at 1111no1s Slate AE1urn Yardage 13-339 19-184 
Nov 4 
· Nov 1 1  
Nov 20 
a1 Central Moch,gan 
at Western M1ch1gan 
Ball Slate 
at Notre Dame lnv1tat1oral 
at Northern llhno,s 
Mochogan S1a1e 
a1 Central Colleg,a1e 
Conference Cham:>1onsh1ps 
at M1d·Amencan 
Conference Championships 
a1 D,s1ric1 IV Mee1 
at NCAA Champ1onsh1�s 
Last Week's Results 
EMU Open 
Sept. 9. 1978 
Five miles 
no team score 
1Joe Caruso. Grea1 Lakes 24.42 
2Sco11 Ferguson. EMU 24·47 
3Dave Burkhar1. Great Lakes 24 50 
4Roger Jones. EMU 25 02 
�Dave Hinz. Great Lakes 25 03 
6Bob Hunl, Grea1 Lakes 25 05 
7Joe Ofsansky. Hillsdale 25 16  
9Bruce Harley. EMU 25 25 
1 1  Terry Doherty EMU 25 37 
15Tony LaMay. EMU 25 40 
19Erik Henriksen, EMU 25 49 
71Dan MCCiory EMU 25 50 
WOMEN'S 
CROSS COUNTRY 
Sept 16  at Cen1ral M,chogan 
Sep1 23 al Modwesl USTFF 
Colleg1a1e Champ,orsh,ps 
Sept 30 Eastern M1ch19an Invitational 
Oc1 7 
Oct 14 
Oct 21 
Oct 28 
Nov 4 
Nov 18 
at Penn Slate 
Oh,o State 
at Western M1ch1gan 
al Bowling Green 
Eastern M1ch1gan 01starce Classic 
31 MAIAW Regional Me�t 
a1 AIAW Champ,onsh,ps 
FIELD HOCKEi_J 
Sep1 22 Albion College 
Sept 23-24 a1 Valley Farm Tournanent 
Sep1 26 Wes1ern M,ch,gan 
Sep1 30 a1 Ball Stale 
Ocl 5 Adrian 
Oc1 7 Kalamazoo 
Oct 13 Nor1hern M1ch1gan 
Noire Dame 
Oc1 14 
Oc1 17 
Oct 20 
Ocl 21 
Ocl 27 
Oc1 28 
Nov 1 
Nov 3·4 
Nov 10-11 
Nov 23·25 
Michigan 
at Central M1ch1gan 
Bowling Green 
a1 Toledo 
M1ch1gan Slate 
al Della 
at Grand Valley 
al SMAIAW Championships 
al MAIAW Champ1onsh1ps 
at AIAW Champ1onsh1ps 
CLUB SOCCER 
Sep1 16 
Sept 20 
Sept 26 
Sepl 27 
Sep! 30 
Moch,gan S1a1e 
Macomb C C  
Fa11hway Bap11st 
M1ch1gan 
at Cen1ral Moch,gan 
Oct 4 
Oc1 1 1  
Oc1 1 7  
Oct 21 
Oc1 25 
Oc1 28 
Ocl 31 
at Oakland 
M1ch19an·Dearborn 
at Fa,1hway Bap11s1 
a1 M1am, (Oh,o) 
a1 M1ch1gan 
al Toledo 
at Bowling Green 
VOLLEYBALL 
Sept. 15-16 al DePau1 lnv11a11onal 
Sep1 23 a1 Wayne State 
Sepl 27 Wayne S1a1e 
Sept 30 at Ball Stale 
Oc1 3 a1 Michigan S1a1e 
Oc1 6 Calvin 
Western Michigan 
Easlern Ken1ucky 
Oct 7 Cen1ral Michigan 
Hope 
Calvin 
Eas1ern Kentucky 
Oct 1 O al Toledo 
Oct 13 Northern M,ch,gan 
Della 
Oc1. 14 
Oct 17 
Oc1 19 
Oct 21 
Oc1. 27 
Oc1 28 
Nov 1 
Nov 3-4 
Nov 10-11 
Nov 17-18 
Dec 6-9 
at Ohio Northern 
at Wayne S1a1e 
Michigan 
at Central Michigan 
Fems State 
Oakland University 
Ken1 State 
Det,ance 
Grand Valley 
at M1ch1gan 
at CanAm Tournament 
al SMAIAW Champ1onsh1ps 
al MAIAW Champoonshops 
a1 AIAW Champ,onsh,ps 
wemu · @@ fm 
6:00 1 1 :00 1 1 : 1 5  1 1 :30 12:00 1 2 : 1 5  1 2:30 1 :00 
M Morning Earp lay News Sport, Radio Jazz Scope Show Magazine 
T Morning Marketplace Scien::e Scene Sports Radio Jau Scope Show ews Magazine 
w Morning Voice, m the Wind News Sports Radio Jazz Scope Show Maga1ine 
T Morning National l r s1ght News Sports Radio Jaz1. Scope Show Town Meeting Maga1.ine 
F Morning Editorial I M ichigan Sp�ial of News Sports Radio Jazz Scope Show Review Opinion the Week \llagazine 
s Morning National Press Club Pauline and Marketplace Sho" Colleagues 
5:00 5 : 1 5  5:30 7:30 8:00 9:00 9:30 10:00 10: 1 5  1 :00 
News Spons Jan Radio All Things Considered Scope Magazine 
News Sports Jau Radio All Things Considered Scope Magazine 
News Sports Jau 
Radio 
All Things Considered Scope Magazine 
New, Sports Jau Radio All Things Considered Scope Magazine 
News Sports Jaz1 Radio All Things Consdiered Scope Magazine 
Ne,.., Jazz Scope Ali Thmgs Considered 
It Sounded I JaZ7 
Like This Revisited 
Options in Education 
Options 
Michigan I Opinion Insight 
Downtown Jan 
Options 
News 
News 
News 
News 
News 
",e,.., 
Jan M Scope 
Jan T Scope 
Jan w Scope 
Jau T Scope 
Jan F Scope 
Ja71 s Scope 
Jazz s Morning You Are On Indian Land Options in Education Voices in I Ja7.Z I Jan :-lew, Jazz Scope All Things Considered Jaz1 Scope :,Jews s Show the Wind Alive Scope Scope 
1 1 :00 1 2:00 1:00 2:00 4:00 
Program Highlights 
MAR KETPLACE-Tuesday, Sept. 1 2, 1 1  a.m.-Consumer news update on federal and 
state consumer agencies. Also. news on C Jrrent consumer product safety and other consumer 
news will be presented. 
VOICES I N  THE W I N D-Wednesda:1, Sept. 13 at 1 1  a.m.-Oscar Brand, host, traces the 
hi,tcir� ot the ,on!( . .. Black and White.- made a hit hy Three Dog Night. Bobby Short.jau 
and popular pianist and singer. talks about his early career. Ethel Merman and Angela 
I and�hury talk about their work in <i'."psy. 
NATIONAL TOWN MEETING-Thursday. Sept. 4. at 10:30 a.m.-Guest is Lowell 
Thomas discussing the various facets o; his life and career as author. explorer, story teller 
,UHi flt'\\, l."!1 � ' 1"' 1 1 1 . t f , , ,  
5:00 5: 1 5  !!:00 9:00 1 0:00 10: 1 5  1 :00 
DOWNTOWN JAZZ-Friday, Sept. 1 5  at 9 p.m.-A performance by tenor sax man John 
Spider Martin recorded live. 
FOOTBALL-Saturday, Sept. 1 6-The EMU Hurons take on Bowling Green at Rynearson 
Stadium. Sam Eiler and John Fountain host the game starting with commentary at 6:45 p.m. 
The game starts at 7 p.m. with the Mike Stock Show starting at 6:30 p.m. 
J A..ZZ ALIVE-Sunday, Sept. 1 7  at 2 p.m.-Jazz at the Spoleto FestiYal in Charleston, S.C., 
feat uring Grammy winner Phil Woods, saxophonist; drummer Louis Belson and trumpeter 
Johnie Helms. 
EARPLA Y-Monday, Sept. 1 8 at 1 1  a.m.-Arthur Kopit's "Wings". An elderly woman who 
was a pilot in her youth confronts her last great adventure. 
--- ------ ------ --------- ---------
Events of the Week 
September 12-18 
Tuesday, September 12 
FILM-MUD Cinema will show "Kentucky Fried Movie" at 7 and 9 p.m. in Strong Auditorium. $1.50 
Wednesday, September 13 
FILM-MUD Cinema will show" A Piece of the Action" with Sidney Portier and Bill Cosby at 7 and 9: 15 
p.m. in Strong Auditorium. $1.50. 
FILM-The Television Center Televised Drama Series will present "The Incredible, Indelible, Magical, 
Physical Mystery Trip," a musical cartoon odyssey through the human body, in 111 Library at noon and 
on Channel 5, Campus TV, at noon and 7 p.m. 
Thursday, September 14 
WORKSHOP-A System of Multicultural Pluralistic Assessment Workshop will be held today and 
tommorrow and Sept. 21 and 22 in the Tower Room of McKenny Union between 9 a.m. and 4 p.m. The 
workshop is presented by the School Psychology Program. 
FILM-MUD Cinema will show "Julia," with Jane Fonda and Vanessa Redgrave, at 7 and 9: 10 p.m. in 
Strong Auditorium. $1.50. 
FILM-The Center of Educational Resources Film Series will show the classics "The Adventurer" and 
"The Man Who Knew Too Much" at 7 p.m. in 213 Pray-Harrold. 
Friday, September 15 
VOLLEYBALL-The Hurons will participate in the DePaul Invitational today and tomorrow in 
Chicago, Ill. 
FILM-MU D  Cinema will show "Julia" at 7 and 9:10 p.m. in Strong Auditorium. $1.50 
Saturday, September 16 
CROSS COUNTRY-The men's and women's teams will compete against Central Michigan at Mt. 
Pleasant at 1 1  a.m. 
FOOTBALL-The Hurons will host Bowling Green on Business and Industry Night at Rynearson 
Stadium at 7:30 p.m. R�served seats $4; general admission $2.50. 
SOCCER- The club soccer team will host Michigan State in a scrimmage at the EMU Soccer Field at 4 
p.m. 
FILM-MUD Cinema will show "Julia" at 7 and 9: 10 p.m. in Strong Auditorium. 
Monday, September 18 
SEMINAR-A Fundamentals of Management Seminar for church councils will be held Mondays 
through Nov. 20 in McKenny Union at 7 and 9:30 p.m. 
WORKSHOP-An Adult Life/Work/Career Planning Workshop will be held Mondays through Dec. 4 
in Guild Hall of McKenny Union from 7 to 9 p.m. 
PARTICIPANTS 
The Department of Guidance and 
Counseling received a cert ificate of 
appreciation from the Michigan School 
Counselors Association at the recent 
convention of the Michigan Personnel and 
Guidance Association. The award was in 
recognition of leadership and service in the 
development of pre-service and in-service 
training modules in the area of students 
financial aids. Faculty members include Dr. 
Winton Kloosterman, Dr. John Pappas and 
Dr. John Waidley. 
Althea Helbig, associate professor of English 
language and literature, gave a talk titled 
"Manidos. Good and Bad" to women of 
Bethlehem United Church of Christ in Ann 
Arbor. She also served on a panel to discuss her 
writing for the Michigan English Teacher at the 
annual convention of the Michigan Council of 
Teachers of English. She also gave a talk titled 
·- "Mythos Are No Mystique (Mistake)"! at 
the annual convention of Michigan Council of 
Teachers of English. Her appointment as a 
member of the Elementary-Middle School 
Committee of Michigan Council of Teachers of 
English has been continued for another year. 
She presented a paper on "Manabozho of the 
Great Lakes Indians: As He Was, As He Is" for 
the 1-olklore Section of the Michigan Academy 
of Science, Arts and Letters annual convention 
in Ypsilanti this spring. She was also named a 
contributing editor to "American Indian 
Quarterly." In addition, she was named a 
member of a panel to discuss the University's 
children's literature offerings at the University 
(by invitation) at the annual conference of the 
C h i l d r e n ' s  L i t e r a t u r e  A s s o c i a t i o n  
(International) in Boston, Mass. This spring she 
also led a discussion group, along with associate 
professors Agnes Perkins and Helen Hill on .. Choosing Poetry for Children and 
Anthologies," at the annual conference of 
C h i l d r e n ' s  L i t e r a t u r e  A s s o c i a t i o n  
(International), in Boston. 
English language and literature professors 
Frank Ross, and Dr. Alfred Nelson, along with 
associate professor, Dr. G.B. Cross, were 
judges this year at the Detroit News Scholastic 
Writing Awards Contest. Ross is a member of 
the Regional Advisory Committee for this 
annual writing contest. 
Dr. Arie Staal, associate professor. and Dr. 
Milton Foster department head of and 
professor of English language and literature. 
attended the spring meeting of the Michigan 
College Association. Stall completed his term 
as secretary and Foster was elected vice­
president. 
Campus 
Highlights 
Sports 
The fall sports scene picks up 
steam with the footballers hosting 
Bowling Green on Business and 
Industry Night this Saturday. It's 
the first home game for the 
Hurons. Reserved seats are $4, 
general admission is $2.50. The 
grid action begins at 7:30 p.m. 
The volleyball squad opens its 
season this Friday by attending the 
De Paul Invitational. The contest is 
in Chicago, Ill., and will continue 
through Saturday. 
Both the men's and women's 
cross country squads head for 
Central Michigan University this 
Saturday with action set to begin 
at I I  a.m. 
The EMU club soccer team will 
host Michigan State University in 
a scrimmage at the EMU soccer 
field at 4 p.m. Saturday. 
Films 
If your a film buff, this is your 
week with several scheduled. On 
Tuesday, today, the Community of 
Scholars Fall Film Series begins 
with a presentation of"Fahrenheit 
451." with Julie Christie, Oskar 
Werner and Cyril Cusack in the 
Jones Hall Lounge at 7 p.m. 
On Wednesday, MUD Cinema 
will show "A Piece of the Action," 
with Sidney Poitier and Bill Cosby 
in Strong Auditorium at 7 and 9: 15 
p.m. 
Also on Wednesday, the 
Television Center Televised 
Drama Series will present "The 
Incredible. Indelible, Magical . Physical Mystery Trip," a musical 
cartoon odyssey through the 
human body in 111 library at noon 
and on Channel 5, Campus TV at 
Noon and 7 p.m. 
On Thursday. MUD Cinema 
will show "Julia," with Jane Fonda 
and Vanessa Redgrave in Strong 
Auditorium at 7 and 9: IO p.m. 
"Julia" will be repeated on Friday 
and Saturday at 7 and 9: 10 p.m. 
The Center of Educational 
Resources Film Series will show 
the classics "The Adventurer" and 
"The Man Who Knew Too Much" 
at 7 p.m. in 213 Pray-Harrold. 
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